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???????????????????? 2 ??2 ???????? 1 ??1
??????? 3 ???????????????????????? 7-2?
7-4 ???????? 1 ????3 ????????????????????
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??????????????The Mood and Physical Symptoms Scale???
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?? 24 24 17 7
?? 25 120 10 4
?? 26 45 8 7
?? 34 102 15 2
??? 23.65 54.88 11.06 6.18
(SD) (3.83) (36.05) (4.93) (1.82)
???? 8? 
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?{?????????  (NP?? /NP?C?? /????) }??????????
?8-2????????????1???????????????????F(2, 
30) = 6.96, p<.05???????????F(2, 30) = 4.67, p<.05????????
?????????F(2, 30) = 6.50, p<.05?F(2, 30) = 8.42, p<.05????????
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??? 24.38 57.15 12.23 6.46
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? MPSS???????QSU?2???????????????????2?
?{?????????  (???/???) ! ??  (NP??/NP?C??/???
?) }??????????2??????????????????????
????F(2, 24) = 4.24, p<.05?F(2, 24) = 3.34, p<.05?????????????
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